Time resolved mechanism of the isotope selectivity in the ultrafast light induced dissociation in N2.
The time evolution of a vacuum ultraviolet excited N2 molecule is followed all the way from an ultrafast excitation to dissociation by a quantum mechanical simulation. The primary aim is to discern the role of the excitation by a pulse short compared to the vibrational period, to discern the different coupling mechanisms between different electronic states, nonadiabatic, spin orbit, and to analyze the origin of any isotopic effect. We compare the picture in the time and energy domains. The initial ultrafast excitation pumps the molecule to a coherent electronic wave packet to which several singlet bound electronic states contribute. The total nonstationary wave function is given as a coherent sum of nuclear wave packets on each electronic state times the stationary electronic wave function. When the wave packets on different electronic states overlap, they are coupled in a mass-dependent manner whether one uses an adiabatic or a diabatic electronic basis. A weak spin-orbit coupling acts as a bottleneck between the bound singlet part of phase space and the triplet manifold of states in which dissociation takes place. To describe the spin-orbit perturbation that is ongoing in time, an energy-resolved eigenstate representation appears to be more intuitive. In the eigenstate basis, the singlet-to-triplet population transfer is large only between those vibronic eigenstates that are quasiresonant in energy. The states in resonance are different for different excitation energy ranges. The resonances are mass dependent, which explains the control of the isotope effect through the profile of the pulse.